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Abstract. The main feature of secure software lies in the nature of processes and practices used to specify, design, develop and implement software. Security patterns applied the concept of pattern in the security realm. Its description helps to capture immediately the essence: what is the problem to which attends and what the proposed solution is. The different formats that exist for its description and the multiplicity of sources make its discovery demand effort that discourages the systematic use by potential recipients. This paper presents the prototype of a catalogue that seeks to establish a bridge between the knowledge and experience security experts and the needs of knowledge of software development teams.


1 Security in the software development process

The main feature of secure software lies in the nature of the processes and practices used to specify, design, develop and deploy the software [1]. A project that adopts an improved security software development process incorporates a set of practices that reduce the number of exploitable flaws and bugs. Over time, these practices become more systematic, so it should decrease the likelihood that such vulnerabilities are present in the software at the moment that releases. The results in the field of research and experiences in the industry indicate the importance of reducing such potential vulnerabilities as early as possible within the software development lifecycle. The adoption of improved security processes and practices is much more profitable than the solution widespread today to develop and release patches for the operating software [2].

This early attention of the security has to do with the adoption of a set of activities that make possible the security integration in the software development lifecycle [3], including [4]: 1) identify security objectives, 2) apply security design guidelines, 3) create threat models, 4) conduct security architecture and design reviews, 5) complete implementation security reviews, and 6) run deployment security reviews.

We note the active development of tools and methods for testing that allows assessing the robustness and resilience of software products and their underlying infrastructure under attack conditions (for example, those used in penetration testing). Namely, there is intelligence domain of attacks that exploit vulnerabilities and compromise the security of software-intensive systems. All this produces a complex deal scenario.

There are criteria that help to secure software production [5]:
• Keep in mind that the security and cost of production of a software system depends strongly on the knowledge about its requirements [6].
• Include security treatment in each of the different stages of the software development cycle is an accepted criterion for improving the security of the final product. [7]
• Incorporate security patterns, which represent the best practices achieved by the industry in order to stop or limit security attacks [8].

In the secure software development process’ case, security patterns are a way to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Although there are theoretical approaches, they are limited to relatively complex systems, and require a grade of knowledge and experience that is not available at the necessary level.

Then, we may infer that promote the use of security patterns to guide and drive the building of secure software development models, from the early stages of the process, is an approach that will allow us to ensure greater security in the behavior of a software product.

2 Security Patterns

The concept of “pattern” is known by the community as a solution to common problems in software development, whose effectiveness has been verified by solving similar problems in the past and that is reusable (applicable to different design problems in various circumstances). In the case of the security software aspects, which are found throughout all phases of development, its original definition [9] states that: “Each pattern is a three-part rule, expressed as a relation between a certain context, a certain system of forces that occur repeatedly in this context, and a certain software settings that allows these forces to resolve themselves.”

Extending the concept to software security, security patterns documented well known solutions to recurring problems of information security, allowing an efficient transfer of experience and knowledge. They apply the pattern concept to the realm of security, describing a particular recurrent security problem occurring in a specific context and presenting a well-proven generic solution accepted by the community of experts [10]. To make explicit the assumptions under which apply their solutions are applicable, reduce the risk of inappropriate use.

The solution proposed by a security pattern consists of a set of interacting roles that can be organized in multiple structures (applicable to the phases of requirements analysis, design, coding, testing or implementation, as appropriate pattern) concrete, as well as a process to create a particular structure in these [8]. According to what is expressed in [11] “a pattern defines a process and a thing: the ‘thing’ is created by the ‘process’.” Security patterns can be categorized according to a point of view associated with a software development lifecycle [12]. In this way there are patterns to the requirement phase, patterns to the design phase and patterns for the implementation phase. In general terms, guide the analysis through the context of security patterns allows integrate the problem addressed and the forces present that determine the problem.

Specifically, highlights the following advantages in the use of an approach to the use of patterns in security treatment: (i) express the basics security in a structured and understandable way; (ii) its representation is familiar to software developers and system
engineers, a key part of their audience; (iii) the patterns already are used to capture the knowledge about the system and the organization, then using the patterns to capture security knowledge help to improve security in the systems lifecycles, where results clearly needed. In particular regard to its development, in the last years different security groups have been specifying different patterns, as well as have made efforts for classification purposes [13, 14].

2.1 Security patterns description

Often refers to the model POSA (Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture) model developed by Buchman and others [15] to describe the context and the use of security patterns. But you can also see the existence of different descriptive models [16]; even, in many cases they are described so that the model is no strictly respected. These are discussed in detail in [17]. With regard on the format adopted for the description of security patterns, in general, it adopts the definition of a template, which contains a series of named elements and a defined scope. A good description will help to capture immediately the essence of a pattern, i.e., what is the problem to which attends and what is the proposed solution. It also offers all the details necessary to implement it and consider the consequences of its application.

It is important to note that not all fields are required. For example, in the case of some patterns is difficult or unnecessary to provide detailed descriptions of their structure, behavior and the implementation, because the information can be well integrated in the description of the solution. Likewise, in [18, 19] have defined other formats for the description of security patterns, also based on templates defined as sets of named elements and associated scope. A preliminary analysis of the different types of templates shows that there is not an exact match between the elements and scope, although all of them captured approximately the same aspects of security pattern to describe it. In [17] presented the results obtained with respect the variability of the aspects used for the formal definition of security patterns, which were obtained from a in-depth review of 364 security patterns collected from different sources, which were published during the years 1997-2012. These review also allowed us to see very high heterogeneity on the way of naming the aspects and there are no criteria of correspondence between the different names, such as exits between the descriptions of GoF and POSA [20].

2.2 Corporate and community knowledge compilation

But already there is no denying the need to address the problem of security products and services based on software, responsible for projects still face serious difficulties in addressing effectively the priorities identified in terms of security. What is the cause of this discrepancy? We cannot say that only due to ignorance about the existence of attackers who manage to exploit vulnerabilities in software. In fact, we can observe a significant disconnect between security experts and software development teams; the first are focused on the security of a system, while the seconds in building a system. For the latter, security is one of the non-functional goals with relevant, but just one of many.
Security patterns constitute a technology adopted for the description, communication and knowledge sharing, and proposed as a bridge that seeks to reduce this gap by capturing security expertise in the form of verified solutions to recurring problems. It is expected that they will be understood and used by the different members of development teams that are not security experts. Since the emphasis is on security, these patterns capture the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches in order to allow development teams to make informed decisions that balance security with other objectives.

We must emphasize that in this paper we have adopted the intelligence concept to refer to the set of practices that give rise to a collection of corporate knowledge, which is used to carry out proactive software security activities across the organization.

We decided to work in the organization and accessibility of that intelligence, seeking to generate a proposal for cataloguing security patterns. So we have considered the possibility of having resources that allow you to access a repository where reference to the set of defined security patterns in a systematic way of special importance. In this way, we hope to put at the disposal of the different actors involved in the software development process (project leaders, architects, designers, QA managers, programmers, testers) this knowledge drawn from the real world on the basis of the experience of specialists in security.

2.3 Cataloguing security patterns

At present, a multiplicity of sources exists where there are available different groups of security patterns defined throughout the time. This does that its discovery demands a level of effort that, normally, discourages to whom they are destined to make use of them in systematic form. A centralized catalogue is a tool that acts as a starting point for the search and identification of one or more solutions to a security problem that is intended to resolve, expressed through security patterns. In this way it seeks to establish a bridge between the intelligence developed by security experts and the needs of knowledge of the software development teams.

To do this, we define as main requirement that the information offered by the catalogue be appropriate to “find” the security pattern. This information is extracted or inferred from the description of the pattern itself, and includes extensions that facilitate the categorization of the pattern according to established criteria. In the current design of the catalogue we adopted two criteria: (1) the security attributes impacted by the problem described; (2) the software development process phase to which applies the pattern. In this way, we hope that the information related with security patterns presented via the catalogue helps to capture immediately the essential aspects of them.

3 Proposal for cataloguing and its contribution

Our problem then is to define a way of structuring and indexing a catalogue of security patterns, so it could result quite easy to find a pattern that proposes a solution to an identified security situation, and from there access to the complete original reference of
the security pattern description. We define the set of attributes shown in Table 1 as the common attributes of security patterns that allow finding their references.

Table 1. Attributes for describing security patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nombre</td>
<td>Name of the original definition security pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objetivo</td>
<td>Problem that the security pattern meets. It is a response to a security problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clasificación</td>
<td>Based on the phase of the software development process in which normally the pattern applies: requirements, analysis, design, coding, testing, implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspecto seguridad afectado</td>
<td>Confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability, non-repudiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>They serve as a complementary reference to the security pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referencias</td>
<td>Links towards the documents and/or web pages where one finds the detailed description of the pattern.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except for the ‘Nombre’ attribute, for the remaining attributes is necessary to make an analysis of the security pattern description in its original source, extract the attributes concepts associated with the selected attributes and perform the cataloguing of the security pattern. With respect to this concepts extraction process during the review of a security pattern, we found a guide in [17]; this paper summarized the results about the quality of the information included in the aspects that describe a security pattern, as well as the frequency of use of these aspects used along 67 publications of security patterns. In this regard, we can highlight the following as a guide to the extraction process:

- **Solution** (present in 87% of publications), is used to describe what security aspects attends the pattern and how it could be implemented;
- **Problem** (present in 84% of publications), in many cases includes abstract or oversimplified description of the problem;
- **Related Patterns and Consequences** (present in 75% of publications), require a good understanding of other security patterns as potential impact in the field of security so that they can be used as elements of distinction.
- **Context** (present in 49% of publications) generally includes a brief description, which makes it difficult to extract sufficient knowledge or even an idea about what the security pattern;
- **Known Use** (present in 46% of publications), described in what real-life cases you can use the pattern and provides guidance on its application domain.

### 4 Cataloguing process and prototype

Here by means of an example, the description of the process of incorporation of a security pattern to our catalogue. The selected pattern is called **Authenticated Session** [21], which is summarized in Figure 1. This process consists in the reading and analysis of the description security pattern conducted by a security expert, and in obtaining the data shown in Table 2, which result from the following references (the latter depends on the particular format adopted by the authors for the description of the security pattern and the quality of associated information): i) **Objetivo**: it is inferred from the Abstract section of the description; ii) **Clasificación**: the security expert who performs the reading and analysis of the security pattern inferred that the
Authenticated Session
(a.k.a. Server-Side Cookies, Single Sign-On)

Abstract
An authenticated session allows a Web user to access multiple access-restricted pages on a Web site without having to re-authenticate on every page request. Most Web application development environments provide basic session mechanisms. This pattern incorporates user authentication into the basic session model.

Problem
HTTP is a stateless, transaction-oriented protocol. Every page request is a separate atomic transaction with the Web server. But most interesting Web applications require some sort of session model, in which multiple user page requests are combined into an interactive experience. As a result, most Web application environments offer basic session semantics built atop the HTTP protocol. And the protocol itself has evolved to provide mechanisms -such as basic authentication and cookies- that allow session models to operate correctly across different Web browsers. An obvious use for session semantics is to allow users to authenticate themselves once instead of every time they access a restricted page. However, great care must be taken when using session semantics in a trusted fashion. Most session mechanisms are perfectly adequate for tracking non-critical data and implementing innocuous transactions. In such cases, if an end user circumvents the session mechanism, no harm is caused. But it is easy to make mistakes when applying session mechanisms to situations where accountability, integrity, and privacy are critical.

Solution
An authenticated session keeps track of a user’s authenticated identity through the duration of a Web session. It allows a Web user to access multiple protected pages on the Web site without having to re-authenticate him/her-self on every page request. It keeps track of the last page access time and causes the session to expire after a predetermined period of inactivity. …

Examples
Many significant Web banking and e-commerce applications rely on this pattern. Any site that enforces user authentication and does not store that information on the client uses something similar. …

Related Patterns
- Network Address Blacklist – a related pattern that demonstrates a procedure for blocking a network address from further access attempts if a session identifier guessing attack is conducted.
- Password Authentication – a related pattern that presents the secure management of passwords, which are almost always used as the authentication mechanism for this pattern.
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Figure 1. Selected security pattern to cataloguing: Authenticated Session [21].

Table 2. Data for cataloguing the security pattern selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nombre</th>
<th>Authenticated Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objetivo</td>
<td>Allow the access to multiple pages with restricted access, without having to re-authenticate again and again. Keep authentication information in the system’s navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clasificación</td>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspecto de seguridad afectado</td>
<td>Accountability, Integrity, Authentication, Single Sign-On</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same applies to the design phase, in the aspect of ‘user authentication’; iii) Aspecto de seguridad afectado: in the final paragraph of section description Problem refers to “But it is easy to make mistakes when applying session mechanisms to situations where accountability, integrity, and privacy are critical”, accordingly, the security pattern seeks to address these shortcomings; iv) Keywords: inferred from Name and Know-As-As sections; v) Referencias: from the references listed in the References section, selecting those sources whose availability at the time of cataloguing can be verified. Obtained these data, we proceed to cataloguing the security pattern selected for example, using the prototype that we describe in the following section.

To realize this proposal, we analyzed extended use alternative tools that allow us to its implementation. We define build a prototype using a tool for management of bibliographic references: ‘JabRef’. This is a very low-cost alternative to test the idea which, if it actually works, can then be extended to massive tools, for example a web application with features ‘wiki’.

JabRef is configurable bibliographic reference management software. It use native format BibTex (a text-based and independent of the style file format) to define lists of bibliographic items, articles, thesis, etc. For the generation of the proposed catalogue we take advantage of this facility for recording references in this manager; in addition, the existence of distinct and specific attributes in each pattern allows us to generate a special entry type (Security Pattern type) with their respective fields and general and/or optional information. Another important feature of JabRef is the use of LaTeX, which allows us to transfer automatically and without major difficulties (given the use of well-defined parameters) the current catalogue to any other type of software that allows the entry of the same language: databases, Wikipedia pages, another specific or general purpose manager, etc. Figure 2 shows a screen from the JabRef interface, where:

- **Groups** (section 1). Created groups that correspond to the phases of software development in which the pattern is normally applicable. Selecting a group in section 2 (Entry) will appear the patterns that correspond to that classification.
- **Entry** (section 2). Entries loaded at the base are presented as a table with the fields as columns, which can be used to select a criterion of order by pressing the desired column. You can see all the references or related files by right clicking.

![Figure 2. JabRef Catalogue Interface.](image-url)
on the desired row in the column ‘File’ (second column), folding a list of values. If you select one of these, will go to the required reference, whether a document available locally or on the Internet.

- **Search** (section 3). It allows to search according to an attribute and filters inside the entire catalogue. After a search and already showing the selected patterns that contain the phrase or word searched, when you double-click on them and navigating through the different tabs of the query, words appear highlighted in blue.

- **Preview** (Section 4). It shows the information of the security pattern selected in PDF format, which is a friendly representation of the contents of the pattern by default. By pressing the right mouse button you can print preview.

This figure shows the way how catalogued information relating to the Authenticated Session pattern [21] is displayed, where there are the attributes proposed to categorize a security pattern.

**Cataloguing a security pattern:** Figure 3 shows some of the facilities offered by the developed prototype to incorporate information from the attributes listed in Table 2: Figure 3.a): Loading the ‘Required Fields’ (mandatory): name, objective, classification, security issues, key words and Bibtexkey (a peculiarity of JabRef and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bibliography</th>
<th>Permissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Authenticated Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Build the Server</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Client Data Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Client-ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a) Required Fields.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bibliography</th>
<th>Permissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Network Address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Password Authentication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Server-Side Cookies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b) Optional Fields.**
bibtex references, which is used for references to the security pattern); Figure 3b) Information is supplemented with related patterns and other well-known names (in both cases, if any); Figure 3.c): Defining ‘Keywords’ and ‘Referencias’ for the security pattern, taking advantage of the JabRef’s facility for linking local and external files as ‘Files’.

Searching a security pattern in the catalogue: Figure 4 shows the result of a search for references to security patterns applicable to the design phase and that attend to the confidentiality as a security attribute.

**Figure 3** Interfaces for loading data for cataloguing attributes *Authenticated Session* security pattern.

**Figure 4.** Results of a search in the security pattern catalogue.

### 5 Conclusions and Future Work

This proposal aims to provide to the security community these quick references, and go replenishing it as it’s used. The tool chosen to build a catalogue of references
helps us to test in a simple way, and eventually modify, the proposed structure and criteria, and consider the possibility of replace with another with higher performance and style. This prototype allows us to define the bases to make an extension to a wiki-style web tool, which will be available to the whole community, and also to be updated by it. In addition to the web tool, it will be necessary to propose and publish criteria to incorporate new references to our catalogue, so that all entries follow these agreed common criteria. This is the work that we intend to address in a next phase.
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